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Inclusive language

Western society is changing from one where the white, heterosexual, healthy male held a 
privileged position to one that strives to recognise the rights of women, people of colour, people 
of non-mainstream sexual orientation and people with physical or mental disabilities. 

This new way of looking at society involves a new vocabulary where words like discrimination, 
empower and voice take on new meanings and where terms such as racist/racism and 
sexist/sexism plus homophobia and transphobia are used to describe traditional discriminatory 
attitudes. 

diversity training



The discourse of inclusion

discrimination I love training my dogs in scent discrimination (2006), Maze learning and visual 
discrimination learning are complex tasks (2009), young woman of discrimination (2010). 

Now prominent with reference to the unfavourable treatment of people because of 
their race or nationality, sex, sexual orientation, age or disability

Racism/racist, sexism/sexist and the not so well-known heterosexism/heterosexist, 
ageism/ageist and ableism/ableist. Speciesism refers to favouring one species over 
another, in particular favouring humans over animals. 

marginalise ‘to make notes in the margin’. Today it is in regular use in claims that a social group has 
been neglected, depreciated or discounted in political discussion and policy.

empower They were empowered...to levy troops (1860). It is now in common use for giving a group 
or individual the power to determine their treatment. 

‘Suffer is such a disempowering, victimising word’



Phobias

Dictionary definition In practice

arachnophobia (1925) fear of spiders

homophobia (1969) ‘fear or hatred of 
homosexuals and 
homosexuality’

antipathy towards…

transphobia (1993) ‘fear or hatred of transsexual 
or transgender people’. 

antipathy towards..
lack of sympathy for…

xenophobia ‘fear of strangers’ ?

Islamaphobia (1923) ‘intense dislike or fear of 
Islam...hostility or prejudice 
towards Muslims’. 

?



Politically correct language

women chicks, birds

Non-whites wog, dago, nigger, ‘racial slurs’

homosexuals poofter, faggot, queer

lesbians dyke

People with disabilites spaso, retard

Bernard Tomic spoke of himself as ’walking around like a retard’ 

deaf, dumb and blind



Recognising women

generic ‘he’ If a student has to go to the toilet during an exam, he must be accompanied by 
an invigilator.

Man, man, 
mankind

Humans, humankind, but cave man, cave man diet (paleo), manslaughter, 
manhunt, yachtsmanship/yachtspersonship

chairman chairperson, chair

manmade synthetic

manpower employees, personnel, staff

usher/usherette usher

waiter/waitress Waiter, ‘Wait for a wait person to seat you’

actor/actress actor

Mr/mrs/miss Mr/ms



The fate of the ‘housewife’

Housewife ‘house-woman’

Pronunciation hoos-weef becomes hussif. The modern pronunciation is a spelling pronunciation.

2 senses develop

(a) A frivolous, impertinent, or disreputable woman or girl

hold your Tongue, you are an impartinont Huswife.

(b) A sewing kit

Hussif, that is house-wife; a roll of flannel with a pin-cushion attached, used for the purpose of holding pins, 
needles, and thread.

A variant without the final f developed

Her being so good a Hussy of what Money I had left her. (1723)

a strong country woman; a woman of low social status. Also: a disreputable woman of improper behaviour, or 
of light or worthless character; a badly-behaved, pert, or mischievous girl; a minx. 



Words for female come to connote or denote 
‘moral laxity’

tramp ‘itinerant’, ‘woman lacking social graces’, promiscuous woman (mainly US)

minx ‘a pert, sly, or boldly flirtatious young woman’ , ‘lewd or wanton woman’

slattern ‘woman of untidy or dirty habits’, a promiscuous woman

slut ‘woman of untidy or dirty habits’, a promiscuous woman
Minette Walters uses slut in The Breaker with reference to women having left the 
kitchen in a dirty state: ‘You think we’re a couple of sluts, don’t you?’

tart pastry, ‘wife or girlfriend’ OED, prostitute

broad US ‘woman’, ‘Prostitutes are variously termed tarts, toms, broads.’ (1962)

bimbo ‘effeminate male’, ‘woman more valued for her appearance than for her skills’

Fr. fille ‘Girl’ It has been replaced by jeune fille, literally ‘young girl’

There are or have been hundreds of synonyms for prostitute or woman of ‘lax morals’



Language and race

Colloquial terms ‘out’ frog (French person), chink (Chinese person), dago (southern 
European), wog ‘the wogs begin at Calais’, inc. abbreviations such as 
Jap and Paki
Nigger is seriously tabooed.

negro African-American

Coloured people People of colour

Indians (Redskin, Injun) First Nations, Washington Redskins →Washington Football Team

Eskimo Inuit (Canada, northern Alaska, Greenland), Yupik

Lapp Sami

Gypsy Romani



Language and race 2

French French disease/pox, French leave (100s exx), Pardon my French

Dutch Dutch courage, Dutch gold (imitation gold) and Dutch uncle, someone forever 
offering harsh criticism. 

Gypsy To gyp ‘deceive’

Indian Indian giver

half caste also half breeds, breeds, half castes, part-Aborigines
mulatto (half non-white), quadroon (a quarter non-white) and octoroon (an 
eighth

German German measles

Chinese Chinese disease (Trump)



Heterosexism

Assuming a partner will be of the opposite sex.

Assuming a doctor will be a man and a nurse a woman.

Using derogatory terms for non-heterosexuals:

male homosexuals: faggots, poofters or fruits (or fruitcakes) 

female homosexuals as dykes

Tranny?



Language and gender

Gender historical

Nouns in many languages are arranged in classes and sex plays a part. These classes are gender 
classes.

Latin filius ‘son’, filia ’daughter’ but also mensa ‘table’ is feminine.

‘gender’ as a euphemism
People of the opposite gender

‘gender’ to avoid confusion
Courses called ‘language and gender’ rather than ‘language and sex’



Language and Gender 2

Sex is biological, but gender relates to one’s sexual identity. A biological male can feel there is a 
discrepancy between his sex and what he feels he is. He may undergo surgery to align his sex with 
his gender. Likewise, a female may identify with male behavioural norms and seek to transition to 
being a male. 

Some people experience leanings towards both gender norms. They are sometimes described as 
gender-fluid. 

The dating site Tinder has recently been updated to allow more options than just male and female. 
They include agender, androgynous, gender fluid, gender queer, gender questioning, non-binary 
gender, pangender, transgender, transgender female, transgender male, transsexual, transsexual 
female and transsexual male. 

Recently the term pansexual has come into use for people who are attracted to people of any 
presentation or inclination.



Language and gender 3

The head of LGBTIQ youth support group Minus 18, commenting on the case of a girl in a girls’ 
school who felt she was a boy, said that, ‘Teachers need to avoid gendered language like ‘good 
morning girls’. If one should avoid ‘good morning girls’ in a girls’ school, and presumably ‘good 
morning boys’ in a boys’ school, for fear of excluding someone who didn’t fit the majority profile, 
then it would be politically incorrect ever to say ‘Good morning, ladies and gentlemen’ because in 
any audience there could be a transgender, transsexual or intersex persons present.
Melbourne Sunday Age, 29 May 2016, p.3.



Language and gender 4

Some support gender-neutral pronouns, including ‘they’ for he/she/it.

Someone is playing the piano. Yes, I can hear them. 
An official made the call and is standing by their decision.
The innocent motorist…loses control, their car careering across the median strip.. Herald-Sun 12/10

Forms, which previously ask for a person’s sex, now ask for gender. This has probably been loose 
usage or euphemism, but now some forms have more than 2 boxes: male, female, other. There was 
a report in the press that children signing up for sport were given several ‘sex/gender’ options, 
which suggests they were really seeking gender rather than sex.

There is also a verb to gender used with the representation of people. For instance, we can talk 
about the way a Renaissance painter gendered the images of people in paintings. There is also a 
verb-derived adjective gendered as in gendered space. 



Disability

Nicknames ‘out’ Fatso/fatty, titch, carrots (but ranga redhead’ from Malay orang utan)

Spaso/spazo (< spastic)

handicapped Physically challenged, disabled, differently abled

retarded Mentally challenged

people with learning difficulties, people with a learning disability, cognitively 
disabled (people) or intellectually disabled (people). 

Physical & mental 
impairment

people with special needs
people with health conditions or impairments.

Mocking use of 
‘challenged’

vertically challenged for ‘short’, socially challenged for a ‘recluse’, ethically
challenged for ‘dishonest’, economically challenged for ‘poor’ 



Slang

What is slang?

Colloquial, restricted as to when and where it can be used
Restricted to a group, including a whole country, e.g. Australian ‘tucker’

Some consider slang words are not ‘real words’ and cannot be used in Scrabble

Some other characteristics

dysphemistic brown nose or brown tongue for a sycophant (or ‘crawler’), flies cemetery 
(currant cake), frog spawn ‘sago’, snot block (vanilla slice), snot rag ‘hanky’ 
and nun’s fart (cream puff). Compare French pet de nonne.

Not PC retard, spazo



Inventiveness of slang

alliteration bible-basher, greedy-guts

rhyme fake-bake, mop-chop

abbreviations awse (awesome), jelli (jealous), obvi (obvious), ridic (ridiculous), suss (suspect, mainly 
as an adjective) and suss out ‘discover the truth about’. There is also vaca ‘vacation’ 
as well as the older vac

metaphor to be clean bowled, to have had a good innings, to be hit for six, let one go through to 
the keeper, to play it with a straight bat, to be on a sticky wicket

be in the (same) ballpark, a ballpark figure, a brand/whole new ballgame, throw a 
curveball, not even get to first base, (hit a) home run, out of left field, play ball, strike 
out, switch-hitter, touch base

clever comparisons Watery tea is’ weak as nun’s wee’ and a man’s close-fitting bathers are called ‘budgie-
smugglers’



Is slang ephemeral?

Most slang is ephemeral, but some slang endures

Grose lists in his 1785/1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue include the following that still have 
some currency: claret ‘blood’, clink ‘jail’, clod hopper ‘country bumpkin’, crocodile tears ‘insincere 
tears’, duds ‘clothes’, elbow grease ‘hard work’, flabby, French leave, gob, guts, hick, to hump 
‘copulate with’, nix, in queer street ‘bankrupt’, riff raff, to pump (somebody for information). 

Some slang becomes standard

Skyscraper, bamboozle, banter, bus, an abbreviation of the Latin omnibus ‘for all’, carouse, from the 
German (trinken) gar aus ‘drink right out’, frisk, hoax, from the pseudo-Latin phrase hocus pocus, 
mob, an abbreviation of the Latin phrase mobile vulgus ‘the fickle common people’, pal (from 
Romani), shabby, sham, and tandem, which is a Latin adverb meaning ‘at length’. In the nineteenth 
century tandem was a colloquial term for a vehicle pulled by two horses one behind the other. It 
was later applied to ‘a bicycle built for two’, but in this context it is the only term for such a bicycle 
and a technical term rather than slang.



Tandem ‘at length’ → tandem bicycle

Daisy, Daisy,

Give me your answer, do!

I'm half crazy,

All for the love of you!

It won't be a stylish marriage,

I can't afford a carriage,

But you'll look sweet on the seat

Of a bicycle built for two!



The local nature of slang

Slang tends to be socially or geographically restricted 

Slang is a good marker of identity, a language of the in-group, a language of solidarity.  Groups of 
slang users from particular areas, including particular countries, are usually proud of their slang. 
They consider it smart and colourful and use it self-consciously. It is interesting to note the large 
number of publications and Web postings there are listing slang terms, mostly  put together by 
amateurs who are motivated by interest in, if not pride in, the variety of slang they are recording.

It may be particular to:

an area: country, city

a stratum of society: working class mush, mug, toff

a stratum of society: upper class bounders, cads and rotters, aeger, exeat, viva

Interest groups: surfers, skaters

Factory, school, grades within a school, e.g. primary v. secondary



Slang and jargon

Jargon: The necessary terminology for an occupation

Tennis: deuce, fault, love, serve and tie-breaker

Where slang and jargon are hard to distinguish

Surfing

grubbing ‘falling off the board’, hanging ten ‘having both feet on the nose of the surfboard’, 
mullering ‘a bad wipeout’ and quiver ‘one’s collection of surfboards’. 

Business

paradigm shift, holistic approach, follow best practice, cutting-edge technology, intellectual capital, the
knowledge economy, sustainable, benchmarking, head-hunt, game-changer. 

to think outside the box, to push the envelope, to bring a fresh approach to the table to achieve a win-win result



Argot

Argot, a body of non-standard vocabulary used by a group bound by common interest, by isolation 
or by their opposition to authority. 

Those who live outside the law: burglars, cardsharps, confidence tricksters, drug-dealers, 
pickpockets, racketeers, swindlers, thieves and the like, as well as the inmates of prisons, and it is 
sometimes referred to as ‘thieves’ slang’. 

Those subject of police attention, sex workers, for instance, and gays, and itinerant people such as 
beggars, entertainers and circus folk. Gypsies 

Street vendors or market stall-holders. 



Back slang and rhyming slang

Back slang

fish → shif
look → kool
market → tekram
no good → on doog

Boy → yob

Rhyming slang

eyes →mince pies, 

look → butcher’s hook, Captain Cook

To rabbit on (< rabbit and pork, i.e. talk)

brass tacks for ‘facts’ chew the fat for ‘chat’ and Dutch treat, originally rhyming slang for ‘eat’.



English Today

English is the most widely used language with second-language users outnumbering native speakers.

English is a lingua franca, a language that is adopted as a common language between speakers 
whose native languages are different.

During the colonial period regional differences developed: UK, US, Australia, NZ, South Africa

From early in the 20th century the influence of British and US media exerted a levelling effect

For instance, Australians are kept aware of the language as spoken in the UK and US.



20th century media

newspapers (local or national)

magazines (some international)

1910-1930 silent movies. By 1923 94% from USA.

1920s talkies. The Jazz Singer 1927.

radio

1950s TV

1990s Internet, World Wide Web



Americanisms

older

truck (lorry), can (tin), kerosene (paraffin), muffler (on cars) (silencer)

recent

on Latrobe St, train station, line (queue), movie (film), apartment (flat), mail (post)
cookie for biscuit, cup-cake for patty cake or fairy cake, French fries for potato chips and potato chips
for potato crisps. In McDonalds you put your rubbish into the trash.

African-American

bling ‘jewellery’, bootie ‘bottom’, to chill, chill out, funky ‘cool, but a bit offbeat or a bit odd’, (main, 
latest) squeeze ‘the person you have your main relationship with’, threads ‘clothing’ and throw 
shade (on) ‘be negative about’ are in general circulation. Diss for ‘to disrespect’ is very common in 
movies and TV programs and is catching on. 



On-line culture

Millions use email to ‘message’ friends and acquaintances and use social media such as Facebook 
and Twitter. They subscribe to chat rooms, set up web pages and write blogs (web-logs) consisting 
of diary-like entries or opinion pieces, and they contribute to online forums. A lot of material on the 
Web comes from fandoms, particularly those based on movie franchises such as Star Wars.

The Internet gives millions access to millions, anyone with a computer can disseminate ideas and 
opinions to a potentially vast audience in a very short time. Anyone with a computer can post 
information on any topic. There is a free online encyclopaedia, Wikipedia, which receives 
contributions from the public and it epitomises the way things are going, a sort of democratisation 
with mass participation.

A lot of on-line discussion, or as they say nowadays ‘conversation’, is about language.



Digitisation

Enormous bodies of text, ancient and modern, have been digitised.

This enables vast corpora to be searched by lexicographers and other researchers

Traditional dictionaries also have access to:

postings on the Web including comments on language, especially on new words and new usage

collections/glossaries of slang. Slang has always been a problem for dictionaries because words can 
come and go quite quickly and lexicographers relied on printed sources

Dictionaries, like OED, are now digitised, available online and kept up to date



Overview

5th century Speakers of some dialects of Germanic settle in Britain

7th century Literacy introduced from Ireland (Aidan 634) and from the Continent (597)

11th century 1066 Battle of Hastings, Norman French dominate for 3 centuries

16th century Renaissance

17th century Colonial expansion begins. South Asia, Burma, Malaya, Hong Kong, North America, 
Caribbean, Africa, Australia, New Zealand

20th century English the most widely-spoken language. American dominance.


